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Abstract

A domain-specific metamodeling language (DSM2L) enables language engineers to define a family of similar metamodel-
based languages. In recent years, several DSM2Ls have been developed for various domains, e.g., traceability, variability
management, process modeling, and metamodeling feature models. However, there is no consensus on an engineering
approach for constructing a DSM2L. To address this problem, we consider a DSM2L as a software product line (SPL),
in which the software products are the family of languages. Based on this assumption, we propose a roadmap to develop
a DSM2L using an SPL engineering framework. To investigate the pros and cons of the roadmap, the MoDEBiTE
metamodeling language is engineered in the domain of bidirectional transformations. In order to validate the proposal
of engineering a DSM2L, an experiment with six transformation cases is performed on MoDEBiTE. The results of the
experiment show the applicability, usefulness, and validity of MoDEBiTE, demonstrating the validity of the proposal.

Keywords: Domain-specific metamodeling language, Software product line engineering, MoDEBiTE, Bidirectional
transformation

1. Introduction

Domain-specific languages (DSLs) provide more focused
syntax and more precise semantics for a particular domain
rather than general-purpose languages. A DSL can com-
prise a family of similar languages, which have a common
core with different features [1]. While a DSL may be de-
veloped in an ad-hoc manner, it is possible to produce
the DSL variants automatically to facilitate reusability.
In order to generate the syntax, semantics, and tooling
aspects of a family of DSL variants, Zschaler et al. [2] pro-
posed the idea of domain-specific metamodeling language
(DSM2L). A DSM2L enables language engineers defining
a reusable core with a set of variation points to generate
language-specific constructs. The development architec-
ture of a wide range of the DSM2L languages [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]
is based on the promotion transformation. Promotion,
which is considered in this paper due to its wide use, is
a transformation from a model of the DSM2L language to
the metamodel of a DSL variant [5].

Developing a DSM2L language faces some issues. Most
existing approaches for defining DSM2Ls [8, 9, 10, 2, 3]
concentrate on technical aspects of implementing domain-
specific metamodeling languages. Moreover, increasing the
complexity of problem domains makes DSM2Ls to become
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complex as well. This fact hinders the analysis, design, and
development of DSM2Ls in a systematic manner. To alle-
viate these issues, we propose to consider a DSM2L lan-
guage as a software product line (SPL) due to the similar
concepts in both paradigms. A product line is an infras-
tructure consisting of a set of common core assets with
well-defined variation points to produce a family of simi-
lar applications [11].

This paper presents a roadmap for engineering DSM2L
languages based on a mature framework of software prod-
uct line engineering (SPLE) [11]. The main benefit of the
SPLE framework is separation of concerns in construct-
ing the product line (domain engineering) and building
DSL variants (application engineering) [11]. The proposed
roadmap is applicable to DSM2L development when the
metamodeling language is defined based on the promo-
tion architecture. To investigate the pros and cons of
the proposal, we use the roadmap to develop MoDEB-
iTE1 [7], which is a metamodeling language for producing
languages specific to the domain of bidirectional transfor-
mations (Bx). A bidirectional transformation provides a
mechanism to preserve inter-model consistency between
two sources of data [12]. We apply the whole life cycle
of the proposed roadmap on engineering the MoDEBiTE
language, which leads to a feature model, a set of design
patterns, a development process, and a testing strategy.
To validate that the engineering process proposed by the

1”Model-Driven Engineering of Bidirectional Transformations via
Epsilon”
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roadmap works fine for MoDEBiTE, this DSM2L tool is
applied on six Bx examples to develop six DSL variants.
The results show the applicability, usefulness, and validity
of the MoDEBiTE language.

The contribution of this paper targets two groups of en-
gineers: DSM2L developers and Bx designers. For DSM2L
developers, this article provides an instructive roadmap to
present a systematic way for engineering a metamodeling
language. In turn, the Bx designer can find the paper a
practical guide to learn how to apply MoDEBiTE for the
development of a case-specific bidirectional transformation
language.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we propose a roadmap for developing DSM2Ls
based on the product line engineering framework. Sec-
tion 3 describes several steps of the roadmap for engineer-
ing the MoDEBiTE metamodeling language as an illus-
trative case. Section 4 investigates the results of applying
a systematic methodology of case study research which is
focused on evaluating the contributions of the MoDEBiTE
product line. In Section 5, the related work is studied. Af-
ter that, a discussion is provided in Section 6. Finally, the
paper is concluded in Section 7.

2. Proposal: a roadmap for product line engineer-
ing of DSM2Ls

This section aims to propose an engineering roadmap
for developing domain-specific metamodeling languages.
To that end, Section 2.1 provides the needed background
on DSM2Ls and product line engineering. Then, in Sec-
tion 2.2 we propose a roadmap for developing a DSM2L
language based on product line engineering.

2.1. Domain-specific metamodeling language

With the advent of families of similar DSLs in model-
driven engineering (MDE), the idea of generating the con-
structs of DSL variants in an automatic manner is recently
attended [13]. Zschaler et al. [2] introduced the concept of
domain-specific metamodeling language (DSM2L) to auto-
matically produce the syntax, semantics, and tooling as-
pects for customizing each variant of a DSL family. The
advantages of using DSM2Ls are investigated in various
software applications, including traceability [3], variabil-
ity [10], metamodeling of feature models [4], information
models [5], process modeling notations [8], modeling lan-
guage profiles [14], migration of WebML models [6], bidi-
rectional transformations [7]. Zschaler et al. [2] pointed
out the reasons for customizing DSLs, including context-
specific constraints, context-specific terminology, and en-
hancing existing languages with new functionality.

Among various architectures for defining a metamodel-
ing language [13], promotion transformation [5] from mod-
els to metamodels has been widely-used [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Pro-
motion is a transformation from a model of the DSM2L
to the metamodel of a DSL variant. Due to the wide

adoption of promotion for defining the metamodeling lan-
guages, this paper concentrates on this architecture. Fig-
ure 1 presents the promotion architecture in metamodeling
levels. A DSM2L language applies metamodeling in three
steps [15]: ¬ The domain expert defines the DSM2L lan-
guage for a particular domain,  The designer develops
a DSL variant using the primitives of the DSM2L, and ®
The application user utilizes the developed DSL language
variant.

In the following, first, Section 2.1.1 declares the simi-
larities between a DSM2L and a product line, and provides
an introduction to the software product line engineering.
Then, Section 2.1.2 studies DSM2Ls versus regular DSLs
from the technological space viewpoint.

2.1.1. DSM2L as a software product line

The DSM2L language should specify a core of reusable
elements to develop a language-specific infrastructure. The
DSM2L language should also define a set of variation points
to determine differences between DSL variants. The prin-
ciples for developing DSM2Ls can be considered similar to
product line engineering because the goal of both paradigms
is to leverage engineering endeavor in order to lessen imple-
mentation from scratch. A software product line is a set of
similar applications having some commonalities with well-
defined variation points that are specified by means of a
set of core assets systematically [11]. In the MDE context,
the main tasks of product line engineering are as follows:
determining commonalities (e.g., modeling aspects), anal-
ysis of variations, developing assets (e.g., design patterns
and design of generators), implementing the core assets
and generators, and using the developed product line to
produce applications.

One of the well-known frameworks in the SPL engi-
neering community has been proposed by Pohl et al. [11],
which specifies two main processes including domain engi-
neering and application engineering. Domain engineering
deals with specifying and realizing the commonalities and
the variabilities of the product line. Application engineer-
ing is the process of constructing a particular product by
reusing the core assets and variation points of the product
line. Each one of two processes consists of sub processes
as follows: requirement analysis, design, implementation,
and testing [11].

2.1.2. DSM2L as a domain-specific language

Before developing a metamodeling language, it is re-
quired to determine its components from the linguistic
technological space viewpoint. A DSM2L can be consid-
ered as a concrete domain-specific language that aims to
produce a family of modeling languages. While a regular
DSL is defined based on one mandatory component, i.e.,
abstract syntax, and two optional components, including
concrete syntax and semantics [16], a DSM2L language re-
quires all three components to be concrete and conducive.
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Figure 1: Architecture of Promotion for defining a DSM2L (adapted from [13])

Abstract syntax. An abstract syntax of a DSM2L lan-
guage can be specified by a metamodel or a grammar.
In the MDE community, there are two well-known meta-
modeling languages: Ecore2 and MOF 3. This paper fo-
cuses on metamodel-based DSLs. Some grammar-based
DSM2Ls [6, 5] define a parser to generate an Ecore-based
model from a grammatical syntax, and then use that model
to produce DSL variants applying a promotion transforma-
tion.

Concrete syntax. The representation of a concrete syn-
tax can be either textual or graphical. It is possible for
a language to have multiple concrete syntaxes. The im-
plementation of a concrete syntax is specified based on a
parser (for textual syntax) or an editor. Graphical edi-
tors are classified into two groups including diagrammat-
ical and tree-based [17]. Diagrammatical editors enable
developers to edit model using visual syntax. However,
these editors need significant expertise and require addi-
tional plug-ins. Tree-based editors can be generated or
built-in. Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF)4 provides a
number of tools to customize a tree-based editor. It also
supports a built-in reflective editor, which requires only
the metamodel to edit models.

Semantics. The semantics of a DSM2L has two types:
static and dynamic. Regarding the static semantics, a con-
straint language is usually applied to specify semantics of
the metamodel. The dynamic semantics is specified in
the translational way because DSM2Ls should produce a
metamodel as an output. In translational semantics, the
models/programs of the language are translated into an-
other well-defined language [18].

Table 1 categorizes the DSM2L languages based on var-
ious kinds of language components.

2.2. A roadmap for developing DSM2Ls based on product
line engineering

In this section, we provide a general roadmap for engi-
neering DSM2Ls based on the SPLE framework [11]. Fig-

2https://wiki.eclipse.org/Ecore
3https://www.omg.org/mof/
4https://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/

ure 2 presents the development process for producing a
DSL variant by means of a DSM2L language, which can
be either grammar-based or metamodel-based. This pro-
cess is defined based on the promotion architecture, which
is applied by several DSM2Ls [6, 5, 7, 9, 3]. While the
DSM2L model is extracted by a parser in grammar-based
metamodeling languages [6, 5], it should be directly spec-
ified by the developer in metamodel-based approaches [7,
9, 3]. Therefore, grammar-based DSM2Ls [6, 5] require to
implement two additional parts, which are highlighted by
the gray color in Figure 2. The first part is the language
grammar that determines the scheme for the DSM2L pro-
gram. The second part is a parser for the textual lan-
guage/schema to extract an abstract syntax tree from each
DSM2L program. The generated syntax tree should be
translated to an Ecore-based model conforming to the DSM2L
metamodel (abstract syntax), consecutively. After gen-
erating/constructing the DSM2L model, the semantics is
applied to produce a DSL variant corresponding to that
model. The DSM2L semantics is usually specified by a
number of model transformations in translational way [18].
In the following, a workflow is provided for the develop-
ment process of Figure 2.

Figure 3 presents the workflow for developing DSM2Ls
with promotion architecture based on the software prod-
uct line engineering framework [11]. In domain engineer-
ing phase, the domain expert defines the domain features.
He/She should determine whether the DSM2L language
is metamodel-based or grammar-based. For a grammar-
based language, the abstract syntax should be defined as
a grammar. Then, the parser and the metamodel will be
generated. Regarding a metamodel-based language, the
abstract syntax should be specified as a metamodel. After
generating/defining the metamodel, the concrete syntax
editor, the dynamic semantics, and the static semantics
should be developed. For dynamic semantics, two activ-
ities must be performed: ¶ definition of model transfor-
mations, which are used to generate the abstract syntax
(metamodel) of a DSL variant and · specification of code
generators, which are applied to produce the semantics of
a DSL variant. After defining all artifacts for the DSM2L
language (i.e., grammar, parser, metamodel, editor, model
transformations, code generators, and constraints of static
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Table 1: Categorization of research works based on the DSM2L language components

Component Category Research

Abstract syntax
Metamodel-based Ecore ( [7, 3]), MOF ( [4])
Grammar-based [6, 5, 19, 13, 10]

Concrete syntax
Textual [6, 5, 10]
Graphical Diagrammatical ( [4]), Built-in ( [3, 7])

Semantics
Static Epsilon Validation Language( [7, 3]),

Object Constraint Language( [4])
Dynamic Translational( [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 19, 13, 10])

Figure 2: Using a DSM2L to produce a DSL variant

semantics), they are integrated to construct the DSM2L
tool as a product line.

The DSM2L tool may suffer from defects, i.e., differ-
ences between the expected behavior of a requirement and
its realization [11]. Therefore, testing is required to un-
cover the evidence of defects in the domain artifacts (the
path labeled with not optimized in Figure 3, which goes
to point A©). Moreover, by following this point in the ap-
plication engineering phase, some design patterns will be
extracted to be used for optimizing the domain artifacts.
We propose to use the sample application strategy [11] due
to its early validation with reasonable cost for testing the
developed DSM2L language. This strategy tests a number
of samples at the domain level; however, specific testing is
required at the level of application engineering. Anyhow,
to use (or test) the product line, the workflow is switched
to the application engineering phase and the DSL designer
(or tester) follows up the activities. He/She starts with
designing a DSM2L model/program. The DSM2L tool
generates the metamodel of the DSL variant. Then, the
validity of the DSL metamodel is checked by the design-
er/tester. Facing any invalidity, it is reported to the do-
main expert in order to revise the definition of the model
transformations (point B©). In case of validity, two activ-
ities will be performed. ¶ The designer can extract the
recurring patterns and report them to the domain expert
for enhancing the definition of the DSM2L abstract syntax
(point C©). · The DSM2L tool generates the semantics of
the DSL variant from the valid designed model. After the
latter activity, the tester defines a number of test cases to

check whether the generated language is able to be exe-
cuted on them correctly. Encountering any errors, the do-
main expert will be notified to revise the code generators
(point D©). However, if the semantics of the DSL variant is
correct, two activities should be considered: ¶ extracting
the design patterns and informing the domain expert, and
· checking if it is required to test another DSL variant to
enhance the DSM2L components.

3. Engineering the MoDEBiTE language: an illus-
trative case

MoDEBiTE is a metamodeling language for developing
a language family, called EVL+Strace [7], in the domain
of bidirectional transformations. A Bidirectional transfor-
mation is a mechanism for preserving the consistency be-
tween two relevant data sources. EVL+Strace exploits the
advantages of the Epsilon validation language (EVL) [20],
which provides inter-model constraints and inconsistency
resolution. An EVL+Strace language variant should be
defined for a particular Bx case, including fixed source and
target metamodels and a specific relation between them.
The abstract syntax of an EVL+Strace variant is a case-
specific trace metamodel and its semantics is defined by
means of EVL constraints specific to the context of source,
trace, and target meta-elements.

By case-specific trace metamodel, we mean that the
trace metamodel is specialized for the source and target
metamodels of a particular transformation case. In a case-
specific trace metamodel, the type and number of model
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Figure 3: A workflow for product line engineering of DSM2Ls with promotion architecture

elements in each trace link is specified precisely. Therefore,
it is not possible to define a link between non-compatible
element types. In this case, defining illegitimate link type
is prevented because the types of links are specified pre-
cisely by the trace metamodel.

Although ad-hoc manner development of transforma-
tions is still followed by most approaches [21], in our state-
of-the-art EVL+Strace approach, reusability for code de-
velopment is an obligatory requirement. In other words,
a particular variant of the EVL+Strace language should
be developed for each Bx case scenario. Increasing the
number of Bx case scenarios implies the significant growth
of EVL+Strace variants. Therefore, it is cumbersome to
develop EVL+Strace language variants manually. To ad-
dress this issue, MoDEBiTE provides a reuse technique

which exploits the idea of DSM2Ls [2] that can gener-
ate the syntax and semantics of the EVL+Strace language
family.

Applying product line engineering on MoDEBiTE. This
section will study each sub-process of domain engineering
for the MoDEBiTE metamodeling language. For each do-
main process, the corresponding application engineering
process is explained on a motivating example in Appendix
C. Figure 4 presents a brief roadmap for SPL engineering
of MoDEBiTE. Each box in the figure shows a section, in
which a sub-process of SPL engineering is described.

3.1. Domain analysis of MoDEBiTE

MoDEBiTE is a metamodeling language for develop-
ing a family of EVL+Strace languages. It is supposed
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Applying SPLE for MoDEBiTE

Domain Engineering Application Engineering

Domain analysis..............(Section 3.1)

Domain design................(Section 3.2)

Domain implementation..(Section 3.3)

Domain testing...............(Section 3.4)

Application analysis................(Appendix C.1)

Application design..................(Appendix C.2)

Application implementation.....(Appendix C.3)

Application testing..................(Appendix C.4)

Figure 4: A roadmap for applying SPLE on the MoDEBiTE metamodeling language

to specify a case-specific trace metamodel with semantic
EVL constraints for the bidirectional transformation do-
main. Hence, to do the domain analysis phase for MoDEB-
iTE, we must identify the variabilities and commonalities
of the EVL+Strace family as a feature model. Feature
model is a widely-used method for variability manage-
ment, classification taxonomies, and domain analysis [22].
Different parental relationships can be defined in feature
models, including mandatory or optional sub-features and
the alternative (Xor) and Or group relation. In addition,
two cross-tree constraints can be defined: requires and ex-
cludes. Czarnecki et al. [23] proposed cardinality-based fea-
ture models based on the UML-like multiplicities. Hence,
two new relationships are considered: feature cardinality
([n..m]) and group cardinality (〈n..m〉), in which n and m
are the lower bound and upper bound of the sub-feature
instances respectively. Karataş and Oğuztüzün [24] ex-
tended cross-tree constraints using feature attributes. All
the feature models of this paper5 are defined based on the
cardinality-based feature models with attributes [24].

Figure 5 presents a feature model for characterizing
the variability space of the EVL+Strace language. An
EVL+Strace variant should contain a number of traceLinks.
The linkType attribute of a trace link shows what element
type(s) of source is connected to what element type(s) of
target. Each trace link should have a number of linkEnds.
The endType attribute specifies the source/target element
type, to which the linkEnd refers. The ForAll feature
presents that all instances of the owner trace link should
refer to the instances of this trace link end. StartPoint
specifies whether an instance of the linkEnd is responsible
to create the trace link in the forward (backward) trans-
formation. IsSource shows whether the link end refer to
the meta-element of source. A linkEnd may be abstract

5The feature models of this paper are designed, validated, and
configured by means of YAFMT (Yet Another Feature Model
Tool) eclipse plug-in. The YAFMT tool can be accessed from
https://github.com/anb0s/YAFMT

Figure 5: A feature model for an EVL+Strace language (legend:
•= mandatory feature, ◦= optional feature, ^= Xor group, J= Or
group, and [n..m]= cardinality bound)

and it is required to define a number of child type for it
to be instantiated. OfTypeOnly defines if the linkEnd can
only refer to objects of the particular type or if it can also
refer to instances of all the subtypes of that type. The
UpperBoundOfLinks feature shows that the instances of
the linkEnd should be referred by only one instance of the
related trace link or they can be referred by more than one
(many) trace links. Multiplicity of a linkEnd specifies the
lower and upper bounds of that end in the related trace
link.

Each linkEnd may contain a number of linkEndFea-
tures. The isKey feature specifies whether the linkEnd-
Feature is a key property. The linkEndFeatures are classi-
fied based on two kinds including reference and attribute.
A reference may have an opposite reference. Regarding
refOperation, three kinds of operation can be defined on
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a reference. Copy is used to transfer information between
models. Merge is defined to gather information from a set
of instances in one element. Split is specified to transform
information of an element into a set of instances. For com-
puting the value of each attribute, an operation should be
defined. The operation may be a simple copy or a complex
operation.

A TraceLink may have a list of constraints to restrict
the instances of its generated meta-class in the specific
trace metamodel. Each constraint may be either inModel
or outModel. The former identifies that the constraints
should be evaluated on the elements of trace model and
the latter defines that the constraint should be checked
for the elements of source/target models. We also define
four cross-tree constraints on the feature model based on
the Boolean Constraint Language (BoolCL)6 syntax:

1. forall TraceLink:(exists LinkEnd:(StartPoint and
IsSource))

2. forall TraceLink:(exists LinkEnd:(StartPoint and
not IsSource))

3. forall LinkEnd:(not(StartPoint and Abstract))
4. forall LinkEnd:(not(Abstract and OfTypeOnly))

In Figure 5, a purpule square on left top side is presented
for each feature that is participated in a cross-tree con-
straint.

3.2. Domain design of MoDEBiTE
For designing a variant of the EVL+Strace language

family, a list of recurring patterns and commonalities in
the domain of Bx is proposed. Design patterns for trans-
formations have been proposed to specify solutions for a
number of transformation problems, leading to enhance
the quality of the transformation specification [25]. Trans-
formation patterns are considered as a way of reuse mecha-
nism across metamodels [26]. These patterns are described
as a mapping between two metamodels (or modeling lan-
guages), preserving the semantics of the transformation.
There are several works for proposing transformation pat-
terns [27, 25, 28, 29, 30]. A list of useful transformation
patterns is collected in Table 2. These patterns are re-
curred in the bidirectional transformation cases. We de-
scribe the trace metamodel of EVL+Strace as a visual
class diagram for each pattern. Each diagram has three
parts, separating by dashed lines. The left (right) part
shows the elements of the source (target) metamodel. The
middle part presents the links and link ends, which should
be defined in the specific trace metamodel. The intro-
duced patterns in Table 2 are related to define different
links for a specific trace metamodel. However, there are
a number of Bx patterns in [29] that are always used by
EVL+Strace. Among them, map objects before link is no-
table. By applying this pattern, the class map and ref-
erence map patterns are separated and the target objects
are created before linking them with the reference map
pattern.

6https://github.com/anb0s/YAFMT/wiki/Constraints.md

3.3. Domain implementation of MoDEBiTE

In order to implement the MoDEBiTE plug-in, some
parts of the proposed workflow in Section 2.2 is customized
as a development process. Figure 6 depicts an overview
of this process for MoDEBiTE. The development process
starts with defining the abstract syntax of the MoDEB-
iTE language, covering the concepts of Bx domain for the
EVL+Strace family (the feature model introduced in Sec-
tion 3.1). The abstract syntax is specified as a weaving
metamodel [31] by means of the Ecore metamodeling lan-
guage in step ¬. To define the concrete syntax, each con-
cept in the metamodel should be associated with a visual
notation. The facilities, provided by EMF, make possi-
ble to use a general tree-like editor in step . Neverthe-
less, the common nature of weaving models is to connect
the elements of a (meta)model to the elements of another
one. In other words, the source and target metamodels
along with the weaving model (conforming to the weav-
ing metamodel) should be represented at the same time
in the three-panel editor. The ModeLink 7 editor provides
facilities to display weaving models and can be customized
to fit with the nature of trace links (step ®). When the
weaving metamodel is defined, the dynamic semantics of
the MoDEBiTE metamodeling language should be speci-
fied (step ¯).

Regarding translational semantics, we need a model-to-
model (M2M) transformation to extract the specific trace
metamodel from the weaving model (step °) and a num-
ber of model-to-text (M2T) transformations to generate
constraints and operations adding behavioral semantics to
the specific trace metamodel (step ±).

Once all the required transformations have been devel-
oped, the static semantics of the MoDEBiTE language is
implemented. In general, a metamodel cannot always pro-
vide a rigorous specification to recognize all valid models.
Therefore, a number of constraints have to be attached to
the metamodel that cannot be specified by the metamodel
itself. These constraints are used to evaluate weaving mod-
els, which will be designed by the user of MoDEBiTE.
Most of the domain constraints, that a designed model
should satisfy, are not elicited until the weaving model is
utilized as the input of a model transformation in order
to identify erroneous models. Consequently, the imple-
mentation of static semantics is postponed in step ² until
all the definitions of the transformations have been ful-
filled. Finally, in step ³, a plug-in is built to integrate
all the MoDEBiTE assets, including the metamodel, the
customized editor, the transformations, and the model val-
idator. The integrated plug-in provides an interface, which
consists of pop-up menus, launchers or wizards to generate
the artifacts for the EVL+Strace language family.

The development process leads to a layered architec-
ture. Figure 7 displays the layered architecture of MoDEB-
iTE on top of the Eclipse development kit. The MoDEB-
iTE weaving metamodel is developed on top of EMF. From

7http://www.eclipse.org/epsilon/doc/modelink/
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Table 2: Design patterns for the EVL+Strace languages

Description Requirements for trace metamodel Diagram
Class Map

The class map pattern defines a one-
to-one relation between source and
target meta-classes.

In this case, a meta-link is needed to refer
to the trace link ends of the source and
target meta-classes.

Class Merge (Class Split in backward)

Two or more classes in the source
are mapped to a unique target meta-
class. This means that the meta-
class of target accepts several sepa-
rate behaviors.

To link the source meta-classes to the tar-
get one, a meta-link should be specified.
One of the source link ends should be de-
fined as a start/end point.

Flatten Hierarchy

The superclass in the source meta-
model is not involved in the trans-
formation. However, mapping is al-
lowed for the leaf classes with all fea-
tures inherited from the superclass.

It is not needed to define a trace link for
the superclass. Therefore, two types of
meta-link should be defined to connect
the leaf classes of the source to the cor-
responding target ones.

Class to Association (Association to Class in backward)

A meta-class in the source is ex-
pressed as an association in the tar-
get.

The intermediate meta-class should be
defined along with the head (or tail)
meta-class of the related references in a
meta-link.

Attribute Map

A meta-attribute in the source cor-
responds to a target meta-attribute.
In this case, the type of attributes are
equivalent.

The attributes are not participated in the
definition of the meta-links (but they are
defined in the definition of link ends).

Attribute Merge (Attribute Split in backward)

When two or more than source meta-
attributes are merged to define a sin-
gle value for a meta-attribute in the
target, this case occurs.

The attributes are defined in the defi-
nition of link ends. For each attribute,
a function should be defined to identify
how its value can be computed.

Reference Map

The reference map occurs when a re-
lationship between two meta-classes
in the source is equivalent to the rela-
tionship between corresponding tar-
get meta-classes.

Two types of meta-links are specified for
the class mapping to connect the corre-
sponding source and target heads (tails)
of the references.

Reference Merge (Reference Split in backward)

In this case, a collection of meta-
classes (e.g., Class B and Class C) is
aggregated in to a higher-level tar-
get element (Class E). Therefore, the
references to each meta-class of the
collection are mapped to the single
reference to the target element.

The trace metamodel should contain a
meta-class corresponding to the abstract
class in the target. However, the de-
fined meta-links do not need to refer to
that trace meta-class. They only connect
corresponding source and target meta-
classes.

Reference Filtering

When a collection in the source is
mapped to a super-type meta-class in
the target, it is required to select only
the elements of the right type (e.g,
Class E), filtering out the objects of
sibling classes (Class F).

The target super meta-class and the sib-
lings, which are not related to the source
metamodel are not considered in the de-
fined meta-links.

Multiplicity Difference

When the multiplicities of the corre-
sponding references (eg. ab and cd)
in the source and target meta-classes
are different, this case occurs. It is
required to filter out a number of
source objects by means of a defined
expression.

Two meta-links should be defined for two
class map patterns. The trace metamodel
should contain references corresponding
to the source and target references.

Containment Difference

In this case, the containment fea-
tures of the corresponding references
in the source and target metamodels
are not similar.

Two meta-links should be defined for two
class map patterns. It is required to iden-
tify references in the trace equivalent to
the source and target references.
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Figure 6: Development Process of MoDEBiTE

Figure 7: The architecture of MoDEBiTE

the Epsilon framework, Epsilon object language (EOL) [32],
EVL [20], Epsilon transformation language (ETL) [33],
Epsilon generation language (EGL) [34], and the Mod-
eLink tool are used in the implementation of MoDEBiTE.
ModeLink is applied as an environment to design the weav-
ing model. MoDEBiTE uses EOL in various parts of the
higher-order transformations (HOT), as well as the vali-
dation of the weaving model. EVL is used to validate the
weaving model in order to check every intra-model con-
straint. The toolkit transforms the weaving model to the
case-specific trace metamodel by means of an ETL trans-
formation. MoDEBiTE uses the EGL language to define
model-to-text transformations. The user interface of the
plug-in, including icons, boxes, and wizards, is developed
by means of JFace and SWT. In Appendix A, we explain
step ¬ to step ² in more details.

3.4. Domain testing of MoDEBiTE

As explained in Section 2.2, we use the sample applica-
tion strategy because of its early validation with reasonable

cost in order to test the sub-processes of the MoDEBiTE
metamodeling language. Figure 8 presents the details for
the process of domain testing customized for MoDEBiTE.
First, a number of Bx sample scenarios are collected. The

Figure 8: Domain testing process for MoDEBiTE

testing process begins with selecting one of the scenarios.
After that, the weaving model is specified conforming to
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the abstract syntax of MoDEBiTE by means of the Mod-
eLink editor. If it is not possible to define all structural
concepts with the elements of the weaving metamodel,
the metamodel should be refined. Afterwards, the specific
trace metamodel is generated from the designed weaving
model with the use of the ETL HOT transformation. If
the production of the trace metamodel leads to any errors
or the metamodel cannot completely present the abstract
syntax of the EVL+Strace language for the transforma-
tion scenario, the ETL program should be refined. In the
next step, the EVL code is produced from the weaving
model using the EGL HOT transformations. The gener-
ated code is executed on some test cases to identify that it
is valid. If any error is detected during the execution, the
EGL model-to-text transformations should be corrected.
The mentioned steps of the testing process are iterated for
other transformation samples if the tester engineer decides
to do so.

In order to check the validity of the EVL code, the
generated language should be executed on Bx test cases.
We extend the proposed feature model for Benchmarx8

in [35]. The details are provided in Appendix B.

4. Validation

This section validates the proposed roadmap for DSM2Ls
on the development of MoDEBiTE to produce the EVL+Strace
language family. The validation has been investigated by
carrying out an experiment consisting of six Bx examples.
Each example is a bidirectional transformation scenario
that is considered as an application from the SPL view. In
this case, the proposed sub-processes of the MoDEBiTE
product line are applied to produce an EVL+Strace lan-
guage for each transformation scenario. To enhance the
rigor of this validation, we apply the protocol proposed
in [36, 37], which was provided based on the guidelines for
case study research and methodology [38]. The steps of
the protocol are design, data collection, data analysis and
interpretation, and reporting. The insights into each step
are presented as follows. In the design step, objectives
are defined and cases are selected to be investigated. In
the next step, protocols on data collection are defined and
executed on the cases. After that, procedures of analysis
are applied on the collected data. Finally, the results are
represented in the reporting step.

4.1. Design

The principal objectives of this validation are the ap-
plicability of MoDEBiTE and the validity of the produced
EVL+Strace languages. The former is used to determine
whether the proposal of SPL engineering of the MoDEB-
iTE metamodeling language could be used to generate the
EVL+Strace family for bidirectional transformations. The
latter is applied to verify if the generated case-specific

8Benchmark for Bx scenarios called Benchmarx.

transformation languages could produce correct models.
A list of seven research questions (RQs) are presented in
Table 3. In order to assess the applicability, five RQs are
defined. To check the validity criterion two RQs are pro-
vided.

To answer the devised RQs, it is required to select a
number of bidirectional transformation cases. Westfech-
tel [39] has defined several Bx examples, investigating dif-
ferent challenges of bidirectional transformation cases. In
these Bx benchmarks different test cases are provided,
solved by various Bx approaches 9. The selected cases,
used for the validation, are as follows.

1. Migration of person databases

2. Unweighted and weighted Petri nets

3. Unordered and ordered sets

4. Migration of bags

5. Expression trees and directed acyclic graph

6. Project management (Gantt diagram to CPM network)

In order to conduct the validation, first, the features of the
EVL+Strace language are configured for each case based
on the feature model shown in Figure 5. After that, the
design patterns, provided in Table 2 (Section 3.2), are de-
termined for each case. Next, the MoDEBiTE plugin is
used to design a weaving model to produce the abstract
syntax and semantics of the EVL+Strace language for each
case. A refinement on each EVL+Strace language is per-
formed if it is needed. Finally, each test case, which is
defined for each benchmarx, is characterized based on the
feature model of Bx test case (Figure B.1) and the refined
EVL+Strace is applied on it to recognize the result.

4.2. Data collection

In this section, the results of the MoDEBiTE execu-
tion on the Bx cases are collected. The analysis of the
achieved data will be provided in the next section. Ta-
ble 4 presents some information about the configuration
of the EVL+Strace feature model for each case. The sec-
ond column shows the number of attributes in the feature
model that should be set in the configuration. The third
column demonstrates the number of leaf features, which
should be selected manually by the developer. The last
column depicts the total number of features in the config-
uration model. Table 5 shows the number of occurrences
for each design pattern in each Bx case. For instance,
Case1 uses class map pattern four times, attribute map
eight times, attribute merge/split two times, and reference
map two times.

In Table 6, the size (number of objects) of the de-
signed weaving model for each case is presented. For ex-
ample, Case1 requires one TraceModel, two TraceLinks,
four TraceLinkEnds, 11 Attributes and AttributeOper-

ations with four Parameters, and four References with
two SetReferences, in total 39 elements. Table 7 shows

9See https://github.com/eMoflon/benchmarx/tree/master/examples
and see http://bx-community.wikidot.com/examples:home
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Table 3: Research questions

Id Research Question Objective

RQ1 Can the proposal properly support the production of EVL+Strace, in
which the Bx case is implemented?

applicability

RQ2 How many features should be selected for each Bx case? applicability
RQ3 How many the introduced design patterns are recurred in the transforma-

tion cases?
applicability

RQ4 How many elements of the EVL+Strace abstract syntax are generated
automatically/must be refined manually/must be created from scratch?

applicability

RQ5 How many Lines of Code (LOC) of the EVL+Strace semantics are
generated automatically/must be refined manually/must be coded from
scratch?

applicability

RQ6 Are the models, that are produced by executing EVL+Strace, correct? validity
RQ7 Which one of the success criteria defined for the test case is satisfied by

executing the EVL+Strace transformation?
validity

Table 4: Configuration of the EVL+Strace language feature model
for each case

Case #Feature attributes #Leaf features Total features
Case1 33 41 84
Case2 74 72 147
Case3 26 34 63
Case4 25 33 60
Case5 65 74 136
Case6 69 70 143

the number of generated elements of the abstract syntax
(specific trace metamodel) for the EVL+Strace language
for each case. For each case, the first column presents
the number of meta-classes; the next columns demonstrate
the number of meta-attributes and meta-references; and fi-
nally, the last column shows the total size of the elements
in the metamodel. In Table 8, we summarize the data re-
lated to the LOC generated by MoDEBiTE. For each case,
Column “Generated” presents how many LOC were au-
tomatically generated by MoDEBiTE. Column “Refined”
illustrates how many of them had to be manually refined
and Column “Coded from scratch” shows how many had
to be coded from scratch. The last column shows the total
LOC of the final transformation (Total LOC = Generated
+ Coded from scratch). For instance, according to Case6,
MoDEBiTE produces 94.7% of the transformation code,
of which 2.28% have to be manually refined. In addition,
5.3% of the total code are therefore coded from scratch.
We have used the test cases designed for each benchmarx
to investigate the behavior of executing the EVL+Strace
languages. Table 9 presents some features of each test
case respecting the introduced test space feature model.
For instance, the third test (#3) in Case1 is defined by
the CreatePerson/fwd/B phrase. The test name Create-
Person shows that an instance of Person is added in one
model. The phrase fwd presents that the user update is
performed on the source model and it should be propa-
gated to the forward direction to restore the consistency.
The phrase B defines a batch transformation, which de-
termines the update policy. In this case, the target model
is generated from scratch.

Table 10 presents the results for the execution of EVL+Strace
on each test case. It shows the satisfied and unsatisfied cri-
teria for each test by the check symbol (3) and the cross

symbol (7), respectively. The hyphen symbol (-) depicts
that the success criterion cannot be defined for that test
case. According to the test case #14 in Case1, preserva-
tion, propagation, and uniqueness are considered as the
success criteria for this test. However, EVL+Strace can
satisfy two of them.

4.3. Data analysis and interpretation

In this section, the collected data are analyzed in order
to review the answers to the research questions, which are
posed during the design step. The conclusion of the data
analysis is summarized as follows.

4.3.1. Applicability

The first set of research questions (RQ1 to RQ5), re-
lated to the applicability of MoDBiTE to produce the
EVL+Strace language family, is responded as follows.

RQ1. The EVL+Strace languages that are produced for
the Bx cases have served to prove that MoDEBiTE can
be used to generate the specific trace metamodels (the
abstract syntaxes) completely (Table 7) and it can pro-
duce much of the semantics (EVL constraints) but not the
whole code (Table 8). In order to measure how much it is
useful to apply MoDEBiTE in producing the EVL+Strace
languages, we prescribe the usefulness factor based on our
experience working with the tool as

usefulness =
T

W
+

log (G−R)

logW
− 1

where T is the size of generated specific trace metamodel,
W is the size of designed weaving model, G is the generated
lines of code, and R is the lines of code of semantics needed
refinement. The first part of the equation shows the use-
fulness of MoDEBiTE in producing the trace metamodel
from the weaving model. Suppose that, the tool does not
produce the code of semantics; then, the second part of
the equation is equal to zero. In this case, if the size of the
trace metamodel (T) and the size of the weaving model
(W) are equal, the result of the equation will become zero,
which presents the tool is useless. Accordingly, the bigger
the result of divide ratio ( T

W ), the more useful the MoDEB-
iTE tool. The second ratio in the equation demonstrates
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Table 5: Number of patterns that exist in each Bx case

pattern Case1 Case2 Case3 Case4 Case5 Case6
Class Map 4 4 4 4 10 6
Class Merge/Split 0 4 0 0 0 2
Flatten Hierarchy 0 0 0 0 0 0
ClassToAssociation/AssociationToClass 0 4 0 0 0 0
Attribute Map 8 8 4 3 6 8
Attribute Merge/Split 2 0 0 2 0 0
Reference Map 2 2 2 0 6 2
Reference Merge/Split 0 0 0 0 0 0
Reference Filtering 0 0 0 0 0 0
Containment Difference 0 0 0 0 4 0
Multiplicity Difference 0 0 0 0 6 0

Table 6: Size of the weaving model for each case
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Case1 1 2 4 11 11 4 4 2 39
Case2 1 4 10 8 8 0 16 2 49
Case3 1 2 4 4 4 0 4 2 21
Case4 1 2 4 3 3 1 4 2 20
Case5 1 5 10 6 6 0 12 0 40
Case6 1 4 9 10 10 2 14 2 52

Table 7: Different elements of generated abstract syntax for each
case

Case EClass EAttribute EReference Total
Case1 9 11 18 38
Case2 16 8 42 66
Case3 9 4 18 31
Case4 9 3 18 30
Case5 17 6 38 61
Case6 14 8 34 56

Table 8: LOC of semantics for each case

Case Generated Refined Coded from scratch Total
Case1 900 (100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 900
Case2 1904 (97.9%) 20(1.1%) 40 (2.1%) 1944
Case3 725 (98.9%) 2 (0.28%) 8 (1.1%) 733
Case4 700 (90.2%) 10 (1.4%) 76 (9.8%) 776
Case5 1520(88%) 12(1.1%) 207(12%) 1727
Case6 1448(94.7%) 33(2.28%) 81(5.3%) 1529

the usefulness of MoDEBiTE in generating the EVL code
of semantics. We subtract the refinement LOC (R) to mea-
sure the usefulness factor more accurate. Consequently, if
the value of the usefulness becomes zero or negative num-
ber it shows that the toolkit is not useful for producing
the EVL+Strace languages. If the value is positive and
less than one, we consider it rarely useful. Finally, for the
values more than one, it is described as suitably useful.
The usefulness of MoDEBiTE for each case is measured
based on the results summarized in Table 6, Table 7, and
Table 8. The measurement result is presented in Figure 9.
As shown in the diagram, the usefulness for all cases is
more than one, which shows the success of MoDEBiTE in
generating the EVL+Strace components for the cases. It
should be noted that the difference in numbers does not
matter to us, however, being more than one is notable for
each case.

Figure 9: Usefulness of applying MoDEBiTE for six Bx cases

RQ2. The information of configuring EVL+Strace features
is presented in Table 4. The configuration model is de-
signed by the YAFMT tool, which provides all manda-
tory features graphically and checks the constraints auto-
matically. However, the developer should set the value of
feature attributes and select optional features if they are
needed. The number of attributes and leaf nodes (that are
mostly optional), which should be configured manually, is
depicted in Table 4. As shown, Case2, Case5, and Case6
require more effort than three other cases.

RQ3. The number of recurred patterns is provided in Ta-
ble 5. With respect to the table, it can be concluded that
the mapping patterns (class/attribute/reference map) are
the most applicable patterns in the transformation cases.

RQ4. According to the data summarized in Table 7, the
abstract syntax of each EVL+Strace language specific to
the Bx case is completely produced (100% automatically
generated) by MoDEBiTE from the designed weaving model
in Table 6. Therefore, it can be concluded that the MoDEB-
iTE metamodeling language is entirely applicable in gen-
erating metamodel of the products.

RQ5. Based on the data summarized in Table 8, MoDEB-
iTE produces at least 88% of the semantics for the EVL+Strace
languages, whereas less than 3% of it must be refined man-
ually. In addition, at most 12% of the EVL constraints has
to be coded from scratch. The required refinements and
code insertions are mainly related to the body of the EOL
operations while MoDEBiTE produces comments to guide
developer in some cases.
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Table 9: Description of features for test cases belonging to each Bx example

# Test name/Reflectable/Update policy # Test name/Reflectable/Update policy

C
a
s
e
1

1 InitialiseSynchronisation/fwd/B

C
a
s
e
4

1 InitialiseSynchronisation/fwd/B
2 DatabaseNameChangeOfEmpty/fwd/B 2 CreateElement/fwd/B
3 CreatePerson/fwd/B 3 CreateMultipleElements/fwd/B
4 CreateMultiplePersons/fwd/B 4 CreateElement/bwd/B
5 InitialiseSynchronisation/bwd/B 5 CreateMultipleElements/bwd/B
6 DatabaseNameChangeOfEmpty/bwd/B 6 IncrementalInserts/fwd/I
7 CreatePerson/bwd/B 7 IncrementalDeletions/fwd/I
8 CreateMultiplePersons/bwd/B 8 IncrementalValueChangeOfOne/fwd/I
9 IncrementalInserts/fwd/I 9 IncrementalValueChangeOfAll/fwd/I
10 IncrementalDeletions/fwd/I 10 Stability/fwd/I
11 IncrementalValueChange/fwd/I 11 IncrementalInserts/bwd/I
12 Stability/fwd/I 12 IncrementalDeletions/bwd/I
13 Hippocraticness/fwd/I 13 IncrementalValueChangeOfAll/bwd/I
14 IncrementalInserts/bwd/I 14 Stability/bwd/I
15 IncrementalDeletions/bwd/I

C
a
s
e
5

1 InitialiseSynchronisation/fwd/B
16 IncrementalValueChange/bwd/I 2 CreateSingleExpression/fwd/B
17 Stability/bwd/I 3 CreateMultipleExpressions/fwd/B
18 Hippocraticness/bwd/I 4 CreateMultipleExpressionsComplex/fwd/B

C
a
s
e
2

1 NetNameChangeOfEmpty/fwd/B 5 CreateMultipleSameSubtrees/fwd/B
2 CreateSimpleNet/fwd/B 6 CreateSingleExpression/bwd/B
3 CreateComplexNet/fwd/B 7 CreateMultipleExpressions/bwd/B
4 NetNameChangeOfEmpty/bwd/B 8 CreateMultipleExpressionsComplex/bwd/B
5 CreateSimpleNet/bwd/B 9 CreateMultipleSameSubtrees/bwd/B
6 CreateComplexNet/bwd/B 10 IncrementalInserts/fwd/I
7 IncrementalInserts/fwd/I 11 IncrementalDeletions/fwd/I
8 IncrementalDeletions/fwd/I 12 IncrementalModifications/fwd/I
9 IncrementalChanges/fwd/I 13 IncModificationsResultingInDeletions/fwd/I
10 Stability/fwd/I 14 Stability/fwd/I
11 Hippocraticness/fwd/I 15 IncrementalInserts/bwd/I
12 IncrementalInserts/bwd/I 16 IncrementalDeletions/bwd/I
13 IncrementalDeletions/bwd/I 17 IncrementalModifications/bwd/I
14 IncrementalChanges/bwd/I 18 Stability/bwd/I
15 Stability/bwd/I

C
a
s
e
6

1 InitialiseSynchronisation/fwd/B
16 Hippocraticness/bwd/I 2 GanttNameChangeOfEmpty/fwd/B

C
a
s
e
3

1 InitialiseSynchronisation/fwd/B 3 CreateGantt/fwd/B
2 SetNameChangeOfEmpty/fwd/B 4 CreateComplexGantt/fwd/B
3 CreateElement/fwd/B 5 CpmNameChangeOfEmpty/bwd/B
4 CreateMultipleElements/fwd/B 6 CreateCpm/bwd/B
5 InitialiseSynchronisation/bwd/B 7 CreateComplexGantt/bwd/B
6 SetNameChangeOfEmpty/bwd/B 8 IncrementalInserts/fwd/I
7 CreateElement/bwd/B 9 IncrementalDeletions/fwd/I
8 CreateMultipleElements/bwd/B 10 IncrementalValueChange/fwd/I
9 IncrementalInserts/fwd/I 11 Stability/fwd/I
10 IncrementalDeletions/fwd/I 12 Hippocraticness/fwd/I
11 IncrementalValueChange/fwd/I 13 IncrementalInserts/bwd/I
12 Stability/fwd/I 14 IncrementalDeletions/bwd/I
13 Hippocraticness/fwd/I 15 IncrementalValueChange/bwd/I
14 IncrementalInserts/bwd/I 16 Stability/bwd/I
15 IncrementalDeletions/bwd/I 17 Hippocraticness/bwd/I
16 IncrementalValueChange/bwd/I fwd = forward, bwd = backward
17 Stability/bwd/I B = Batch (From scratch)
18 Hippocraticness/bwd/I I = Incremental

Table 10: Results of executing the case-specific EVL+Strace language on each test case of Table 9

Case Criteria 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

C
a
s
e
1

Stability - - - - - - - - - - - 3 3 - - - 3 3
Invertibility 3 - - - 3 - - - - - - 3 3 - - - 3 3
Preservation - - - - - - - - 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Propagation 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 - - 3 3 3 - -
Uniqueness 3 3 3 3 3 3 - - 3 3 3 - - 7 3 7 - -

C
a
s
e
2

Stability - - - - - - - - - 3 3 - - - 3 3
Invertibility - - - - - - - - - 3 3 - - - 3 3
Preservation - - - - - - 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Propagation 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 - - 3 3 3 - -
Uniqueness 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 - - 3 3 3 - -

C
a
s
e
3

Stability - - - - - - - - - - - 3 3 - - - 3 3
Invertibility 3 - - - 3 - - - - - - 3 3 - - - 3 3
Preservation - - - - - - - - 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Propagation 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 - - 3 3 3 - -
Uniqueness 3 3 3 - 3 3 3 - - - 3 - - - - 3 - -

C
a
s
e
4

Stability - - - - - - - - - 3 - - - 3
Invertibility 3 - - - - - - - - 3 - - - 3
Preservation - - - - - 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Propagation 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 - 3 3 3 -
Uniqueness 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 - 3 3 3 -

C
a
s
e
5

Stability - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3 - - - 3
Invertibility 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - 3 - - - 3
Preservation - - - - - - - - - 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Propagation 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 - 3 3 3 -
Uniqueness 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 - 3 3 3 -

C
a
s
e
6

Stability - - - - - - - - - - 3 3 - - - 3 3
Invertibility 3 - - - - - - - - - 3 3 - - - 3 3
Preservation - - - - - - - 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Propagation 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 - - 3 3 3 - -
Uniqueness 3 3 3 - 3 3 3 - 3 3 - - 3 3 3 - -

4.3.2. Validity

The second set of research questions (RQ6 and RQ7)
are related to the validity of the produced EVL+Strace
languages. To that end, the data gathered from the ex-
ecutions of the generated EVL+Strace with MoDEBiTE
are investigated to answer the RQs.

RQ6. We have used direct observation to verify that the
models generated by running EVL+Strace were equal to

the expected test models of the benchmarx cases. Accord-
ing to Table 10, except test#14 and test#16 in Case1,
the produced EVL+Strace languages by MoDEBiTE can
pass all the tests expectedly. For the mentioned test cases,
EVL+Strace passes unexpectedly because we consider that
the name of persons in the target model can only include
a single space. However, in these test cases, it is possi-
ble to define names with multiple spaces. To resolve the
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fails, it is possible to refine the code of EOL operations in
the EVL+Strace semantics and the results in Table 8 for
Case1 will be changed.

RQ7. The produced EVL+Strace transformations by MoDEB-
iTE can satisfy satisfiability, invertibility, preservation, and
propagation criteria as shown in Table 10. Since EVL+Strace
belongs to interactive Bx approaches [7], we do not expect
that it satisfies uniqueness in non-deterministic situations.

4.4. Reporting

In this section, the main conclusions and the lessons
learned from the validation process are discussed based on
the threats to validity. According to construct validity, the
research questions posed in Section 4.1 are responded posi-
tively based on the Bx cases and the collected data. There-
fore, we can conclude that the case selection and the exe-
cution were adequate for the validation process. Regard-
ing internal validity, since designing the weaving model
in MoDEBiTE is a manual task, the human factor may
have partially falsified the consequences. For example, if
the developer determines that a computing EOL operation
is directly inserted into the semantics code in preference
to modeling it in the weaving model, the LOC generated,
refined and coded from scratch would be changed in Ta-
ble 8. Concerning external validity, the applied Bx cases
have indicated that MoDEBiTE can be used in various and
well-known transformation scenarios that were not partic-
ularly developed for MoDEBiTE. The experiment has also
represented some restrictions; however, the aim of the pro-
posal was not to develop an industrial toolkit but to show
the feasibility of using SPLE techniques for metamodeling.
Finally, with respect to reliability, the benchmarx cases
and the MoDEBiTE toolkit can be downloaded from the
Web10. Any enthusiastic readers can repeat the validation
process to confirm the correctness of the results. It would
be notable to show how much the EVL+Strace feature
model can cover the variability space. As presented in Ta-
ble A.1, there is a one-to-one mapping between elements
of the feature model and meta-elements of the MoDEBiTE
weaving metamodel. It can be concluded that a configura-
tion of the feature model can be equivalent to a valid weav-
ing model because the cross-tree constraints of the feature
model are defined as a static semantics for the MoDEB-
iTE metamodel. As presented, the abstract syntax of each
DSL variant can be generated completely from the weaving
model (Table 7), which corresponds to its valid configura-
tion model. Moreover, at least 88% of semantics code can
be produced for each language (Table 8). Hence, the fea-
ture model can cover the space of the EVL+Strace family
in an appropriate way.

It is noteworthy that the activities documented in this
paper as a workflow (Figure 3) are a consequence of the
authors’ experience gained from constructing the MoDEB-
iTE components. To validate the workflow, the SPLE

10http://lsamimi.ir/MoDEBiTE.htm

phases are extended for engineering this DSM2L, leaded to
the feature model, design patterns, and development and
testing processes. The impact of the workflow on the qual-
ity of MoDEBiTE cannot be neglected. However, the main
threat to validity is that the workflow has not been applied
on other domains. For the future work, the workflow could
be utilized for developing DSM2Ls of other domains, e.g.,
software traceability, model matching, and refactoring.

5. Related work

This section reviews the studies that are somehow re-
lated to this work. The related work is investigated in four
categories, including model-driven development of model
transformations, DSL engineering, language product lines,
and transformation product lines. It is worth noting that
the category of the DSM2L languages has been studied in
Section 2.1.2. Moreover, we have already investigated the
category of related Bx approaches in detail in our prior
study [7].

Model-driven development of transformations. In
recent years, model-driven development of transformations
has attracted significant attention [27, 40, 41, 42, 21, 36,
37]. The CAR mapping language [27] proposed some reusable
mapping operators to bridge between metamodels. Based
on this mapping language, a transformation framework
has been developed, called TROPIC [41], identifying two
views for specification and execution of model transforma-
tions. Another solution has been provided by the AMW
(ATLAS Model Weaver) [40], an adaptable tool for defin-
ing inter-model relations between two (meta)models as
a weaving model. Extended the AMW metamodel, the
MeTAGeM [36] and MeTAGeM-Trace [37] methodologies
provide three different abstraction levels to produce trans-
formation codes in the hybrid transformation languages.
Guerra et al. [21] presented a family of languages, called
transML, to engineer the whole transformations life cy-
cle, from requirements to implementation. Although the
transML approach proposed a comprehensive life cycle, it
might lead to an excess of complexity by following the
whole processes for developing model transformations.

PaMoMo [42] is an Eclipse toolkit, which is used for
defining intermodeling concepts between two modeling lan-
guages. The tooling aspects of some mentioned research [27,
41, 21] are partially implemented. Other studies [40, 42,
36, 37] are completely implemented as Eclipse toolkits,
however, they are not compatible with the recent versions
of Eclipse.

DSL engineering. There is a variety of approaches in
the literature of the DSL life cycle [43, 44, 45]. Mernik et
al. [43] identified five development phases for engineering
a DSL, including decision, analysis, design, implementa-
tion, and deployment. Kosar et al. [46] provided a sys-
tematic mapping study which analyzes DSLs, based on
these phases. Instead of designing a complete DSL before
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implementation, Visser [44] suggested to incrementally in-
troduce abstractions for a set of programming patterns in
a particular domain. Strembeck and Zdun [45] proposed a
list of activities for DSL development to provide a process
for DSL engineering. Instead of generic decisions for DSL
development, Hoisl et al. [47] identified detailed design de-
cisions for UML-based languages. The proposed roadmap
in this paper is specific to the DSM2Ls with promotion
architecture.

Language product line. Using SPL engineering for de-
veloping computer languages has been widely investigated [48,
16, 49, 50, 51]. A language product line (LPL) is a software
product line that produces domain-specific or general-purpose
programming languages [48]. Ober et al. [52] analyzed var-
ious techniques to deal with variabilities within a language
family. Méndez-Acuña et al. [16] presented a comprehen-
sive study on the use of SPL engineering for developing
external DSL variants. The approaches for the develop-
ment of an LPL are classified into two categories: bottom-
up and top-down [49]. In the former approach, feature
models are automatically generated from a set of language
modules [48]. In this case, the development of the LPL
starts with the application engineering phase; then the
domain engineering phase is performed via reverse engi-
neering techniques [50]. However, in the top-down way,
the product line is developed from a description and the
domain engineering phase is performed before application
engineering. Cazzola and Vacchi [53] applied the top-down
category to develop an extensible and modular family of
languages using traits. A trait is an interface with par-
tial implementation, which provides code reuse. Kühn et
al. [51] proposed graphical editor product lines (GEPLs)
to produce editors for a family of graphical languages.
The aims of all mentioned studies are to depict a general
perspective for the field of DSL engineering. In contrast,
the goal of our work is to be more specific to promotion
DSM2Ls.

Transformation product line. Kusel et al. [54] coined
the term “transformation product lines (TPLs)” as a reuse
mechanism for model transformations. In TPLs, a proper
feature model is used to guide the production of a spe-
cific transformation. Kavimandan et al. [55] presented
two HOT transformations to parameterize and special-
ize transformation rules based on their variability. Si-
jtema [56] extended the concrete syntax of the ATL lan-
guage to introduce variability rules. Similarly, Kapova and
Goldschmidt [57] added variability to the QVT-R language
by assigning the code fragments, including rules or state-
ments, to the language features. Salay et al. [58] proposed
to separate the definition of transformation from the vari-
ability management by lifting classical rules to transforma-
tions of product lines. Lara et al. [59] proposed the term
“metamodel product line (MMPL)”, which provides dif-
ferent variants of a metamodel family. In this case, a TPL
can produce variants of transformation according to the

family of metamodel. Our work, similar to these studies,
separates concerns of defining transformations and man-
aging variations.

6. Discussion

In this section, we investigate our work from two as-
pects. First, engineering a DSM2L language is discussed
based on the processes of the LPL life cycle in Section 6.1.
Then, the pros and cons of using SPLE on developing the
DSM2L components are investigated in Section 6.2.

6.1. Life cycle of engineering DSM2Ls based on the lan-
guage product lines

Méndez-Acuña et al. [16] propounded two phases for
developing and using language product lines: modulariza-
tion and variability management. Modularization includes
two development processes: modular design is performed
in domain engineering, leading to language modules, and
modules composition is done in application engineering,
in which the defined modules are selected to construct a
particular DSL variant. Similarly, variability management
has two processes, including variability modeling, defined
in domain engineering, and language configuration, speci-
fied in application engineering. The features of the vari-
ability model should be configured for defining a specific
language variant. Each language feature in the variability
model represents one (or more) language module designed
in the modularization step [16].

The goal of developing a DSM2L is to provide a lan-
guage for constructing variants of a metamodel-based DSL.
Therefore, producing precise metamodel for DSL variants
is more considerable than generating their semantics [9, 2].
Méndez-Acuña et al. [50] identified an important princi-
ple for modular design, which says “abstract syntax first,
semantics afterwards”. Based on this principle and the
preference of producing abstract syntax over semantics in
DSM2Ls, the components and characteristics of the ab-
stract syntax are more focused than the language seman-
tics in both modular design and variability modeling steps.
Since each DSL variant is developed for a particular case
scenario, the set of language features for the DSL family is
limited. Consequently, the top-down approach is more ap-
propriate for developing the language product line [49].
In the following, the life cycle of LPL is explained for
MoDEBiTE and the EVL+Strace family language.

Modularization. Regarding modular design, a module
in the EVL+Strace language consists of a specific trace
link meta-class along with its meta-classes for trace link
ends. Corresponding to these meta-classes in the abstract
syntax, there should be defined a set of constraints for
deletion, addition, relocation, and propagation specific to
those meta-classes. The modularization technique [16] in
the modular design of EVL+Strace family is endogenous,
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which means that the modules themselves provide bind-
ings with other modules. In addition, among the modu-
larization scenarios introduced in [16], aggregation is ap-
plied by each DSL variant, which consists of two languages:
Ecore and EVL. For modules composition, each particular
trace link (end) meta-class is inherited from the abstract
TraceLink (TraceLinkEnd) meta-class, which is included
in TraceModel. Therefore, it is easy to compose the spe-
cific meta-classes of an EVL+Strace module in a specific
trace metamodel. In other words, the inheritance mecha-
nism [16] is used as a composition operator for the mod-
ules.

Variability management. According to variability mod-
eling, the features related to the abstract syntax and those
concerned with the semantics are both specified in a cardinality-
based feature model with attributes (Figure 5). However,
the features for the abstract syntax (such as TraceLink)
are defined in the top and intermediate levels of the fea-
ture model and those related to semantics (e.g., Start-

Point) are identified in the leaf nodes. Hence, in the
configuration step the abstract syntax features are estab-
lished at first; then, the sub-features of semantics in the
leaf nodes are configured for each abstract syntax feature.
For instance, as shown in Figure C.2, the second trace link
(linkType=FamilyMember2Person) has three link ends; two
of them have IsSource feature: endType=Family and end-

Type=Member. The StartPoint feature of the latter link
end is configured. Consequently, the semantics of the ad-
dition constraints for the context of Family and Member

will be different. This difference has been presented in the
first row of Table C.1, in which two addition constraints
are defined, each one for each context of Source!Member

and Source!Family. While the former is normal, the lat-
ter is a lazy constraint.

6.2. Pros and cons of SPLE on DSM2Ls

We have used the mature framework proposed by Pohl
et al. [11] for defining the SPLE processes on DSM2Ls.
The benefit of this framework is separation of concerns in
constructing the toolkit of the product line and building
case-specific language variants. In the following, the pros
and cons of each process are discussed.

Domain analysis. In this step, we have proposed to
use a cardinality-based feature model with attributes for
defining the features of the DSL family. The variation
points in DSM2Ls are usually defined as different types,
which inherit from a common element type. For instance,
among the various trace metamodels of the EVL+Strace
family, the variation points are different types of trace
link(end)s. Hence, the cardinality-based feature model is
the only practical standard for describing the variability
space. However, the list of feasible toolkits for specifying
and configuring these feature models, that can be compati-
ble with the tooling requirements of DSM2Ls, is restricted.
Although we have used the YAFMT tool for this purpose,

there are no facilities to define constraints on attributes
similar to the constraints on the features. In contrast, the
advantages of YAFMT are a proper graphical editor, facil-
ities for feature identifications, a powerful constraint lan-
guage, and ability to automatically check the constraints
in the configuration.

Domain design and implementation. The design step
has introduced a list of patterns that are recurred in the
domain of a DSM2L. The benefits of the investigated de-
sign patterns can be emerged in two levels: ¶ the patterns
can be employed in the structure of the metamodel, which
is defined as the abstract syntax of the DSM2L in the do-
main engineering phase, and · they can be involved in
designing the DSM2L model in the application engineer-
ing phase. The best practices can also be promoted as the
first-class entities (e.g., the ReferenceType enumeration
in Figure A.1) in the DSM2L metamodel. In order to en-
hance the list of patterns, it is required to investigate more
application samples. This leads to extend the DSL feature
model or the DSM2L metamodel. In the implementation
step, the components of the DSM2L have been developed,
including the abstract syntax, the concrete syntax, and
the semantics. The investigated features in domain anal-
ysis have been used for constructing the structure of the
abstract syntax as the DSM2L metamodel. For instance,
the proposed development process in Figure 6 provides a
roadmap for the developer when he/she intends to enhance
the language components of MoDEBiTE.

Domain testing. According to this step, a testing pro-
cess has been proposed based on the sample application
strategy [11]. One of the advantages of this strategy is to
provide an early validation of the DSM2L artifacts. In ad-
dition, it enables the tester to validate the commonalities
of the whole metamodeling language. The specification of
the sample application case guarantees that the produc-
tion of a DSL variant is feasible. The second advantage
of the strategy is handling absent variants (variants that
are not available during domain testing [11]) because this
strategy tests the product line like a single system for each
sample application. This manner of testing leads to posi-
tive learning efforts as the third advantage because the test
products in the strategy are the DSL variants themselves.
The sample application strategy has two drawbacks, which
are time to create samples and overhead. To alleviate the
former issue, it is possible to apply reuse techniques during
the application engineering phase. To that end, we have
provided a feature model for Bx test cases (Appendix B).
The tester can use the feature model to analyze the space
of test cases. This feature model enables the tester to avoid
duplicate cases that results in saving the time for creating
tests.

7. Conclusion

The common recurring patterns and variations across
families of modeling languages have led to the advent of
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domain-specific metamodeling languages. However, there
is no consensus on an engineering approach for develop-
ing a DSM2L. To address this problem, a proposal is pre-
sented that considers a DSM2L as a software product line
to produce the abstract syntax and semantics of a DSL
family. It is therefore possible to develop a DSM2L by
means of SPLE techniques. A roadmap is proposed for
developing DSM2Ls based on the framework of product
line engineering. This roadmap is useful when the devel-
opment process of the DSM2L language applies promotion
architecture from model to metamodel level.

In order to validate the proposal, the roadmap is ap-
plied on MoDEBiTE, a practical state-of-the-art meta-
modeling language specific to the domain of bidirectional
transformations. We apply a complete life cycle of the
mentioned framework with two phases. Regarding domain
engineering, a feature model, a list of design patterns, a de-
velopment process, and a testing strategy is provided. Re-
specting application engineering, six DSL variants are pro-
duced by MoDEBiTE, presenting the applicability, useful-
ness, and validity of the DSM2L as a result of the roadmap
effectiveness.

This paper clearly highlights the pros and cons of the
roadmap. The drawbacks are ¶ lack of a comprehensive
tool for cardinality-based feature models with attributes in
domain analysis, and · time-consuming sample creation
with costly overhead in domain testing. The advantages
of the roadmap are as follows: ¶ various ways to extract
design patterns and apply them in different parts of the
DSM2L construction and application, · precise develop-
ment process including language components, and ¸ early
validation with reasonable cost and positive learning ef-
forts in the testing phase.

The proposed roadmap presented in this paper opens
several lines for further research on developing new DSM2Ls
for different tasks such as collaborative modeling, model
matching, and model merging in the MDE context. In
addition, the roadmap is going to be extended in order
to support other development architecture alternatives of
DSM2Ls.
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Appendix A. Details of domain implementation of
MoDEBiTE

Appendix A.1. Abstract and concrete syntax definition

As explained in the development process of MoDEBiTE,
step ¬ is to define the abstract syntax, which is specified as
a weaving metamodel. Figure A.1 presents the metamodel
of the MoDEBiTE language. The root of the metamodel is
TraceModel, which contains a number of TraceLinks. Each
trace link consists of a number of sources and a number of
targets, which are defined as TraceLinkEnds. A TraceLink

has some Constraints to restrict the instances of its generated
meta-class in the specific trace metamodel. Each constraint
has a type that is specified by the ConstraintType enumer-
ation. InModel identifies the constraints should be evaluated
on the elements of trace model and the OutModel defines that
constraint should be checked for the elements of source/target
models.

The TraceLinkEnd meta-class refers to EObject of Ecore

package to enable weaving with source/target meta-classes. A
trace link end consists of a number of TraceFeatureEnds, which
are classified in two groups: Attribute and Reference. For

each Attribute, it is required to define a computing opera-
tion (AttributeOperation). The operation can be simple that
copy an attribute value (AttributeCopy) or it can be defined
as a ComplexOperation, requiring a list of Parameters. The
SetReference meta-class should be identified for each Reference

to present the way of computing that reference (e.g., copying/s-
plitting/merging).

There is a corresponding definition between the features
of the EVL+Strace language family (presented in Figure 5)
and the meta-elements of the MoDEBiTE weaving metamodel.
This correspondence is depicted in Table A.1. For instance,

Table A.1: Mapping between EVL+Strace feature model and
MoDEBiTE metamodel

EVL+Strace feature MoDEBiTE meta-element

EVL+Strace language TraceModel

TraceLink TraceLink
linkType TraceLink.name

Constraint Constraint
description Constraint.description
InModel Constraint.type=InModel
OutModel Constraint.type=OutModel

LinkEnd TraceLinkEnd
endType TraceLinkEnd.type
ForAll TraceLinkEnd.forAll
StartPoint TraceLinkEnd.isEndPoint
IsSource is selected TraceLinkEnd ∈ TraceLink.sources
IsSource is not selected TraceLinkEnd ∈ TraceLink.targets
Abstract TraceLinkEnd.abstract
OfTypeOnly TraceLinkEnd.ofTypeOnly
One TraceLinkEnd.upperBoundOfTraceLinks=1
Many TraceLinkEnd.upperBoundOfTraceLinks=-1
Multiplicity.upperBound TraceLinkEnd.upperBound
Multiplicity.lowerBound TraceLinkEnd.lowerBound

LinkEndFeature TraceFeatureEnd
featureType TraceFeatureEnd.type
IsKey TraceFeatureEnd.isKey

Reference Reference
Opposite Reference.opposite
Copy Reference.setRef.type=COPY
Split Reference.setRef.type=SPLIT
Merge Reference.setRef.type=MERGE

Attribute Attribute
CopyOp AttributeCopy
ComplexOp ComplexOperation

each constraint in the feature model is equivalent to an in-
stance of the Constraint meta-class in the weaving model. The
description field in both Constraint feature and Constraint

meta-class defines the same value. If the InModel sub-feature
is selected in the feature configuration for that constraint, the
value of constraintType attribute of the constraint in the
weaving model is set to InModel; otherwise, it is set to OutModel.
Once the metamodel is defined, the built-in reflective editor of
EMF can be utilized to define weaving models, in step  of
the process. The EMF reflective editor cannot be customized;
therefore, the icons of various meta-classes are identical and the
model classes are presented by its name. Moreover, the editor
does not have a three-panel representation, which is required
for defining weaving models. To that end, we use the ModeLink
to provide a three-panel representation. It is developed on top
of the Exeed11 editor. Exeed is equipped with customization
facilities to format labels and icons of the meta-class instances.
The concrete syntax of the MoDEBiTE language can be en-
hanced by means of ModeLink in step ®.

11https://www.eclipse.org/epsilon/doc/exeed/
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Figure A.1: The abstract syntax of the MoDEBiTE language (adapted from [7])

Appendix A.2. Dynamic semantics definition
The dynamic semantics of the MoDEBiTE language uses

translational method [18] in step ¯. We use the ETL trans-
formation language to define a model-to-model transformation
from the weaving metamodel to Ecore in step °. By means
of this transformation, each weaving model will be translated
into a specific trace metamodel conforming to the Ecore meta-
metamodel. From the meta-classes of the metamodel in Fig-
ure A.1, TraceModel, TraceLink, TraceLinkEnd, Attribute,
and Reference will be transformed to construct the struc-
ture of the specific trace metamodel. Other meta-classes are
used in the model-to-text transformations to define EVL con-
straints and EOL operations. The specific trace metamodel
is considered as the abstract syntax of the EVL+Strace lan-
guage for each application Bx scenario. The semantics of the
EVL+Strace language is specified with the use of EVL con-
straints, which are generated by M2T transformations in step ±.

Appendix A.3. Static semantics definition
In order to define the static semantics of the MoDEBiTE

language, the EVL language is used to specify intra-model
constraints in step ². These constraints will be evaluated
on the designed weaving model. The validity of the weav-
ing model should be checked before executing model transfor-
mations and code generations. However, most of the invari-
ants for validating a given model cannot be precisely specified
until the model is used as the source of model transforma-
tions to distinguish the failures. Therefore, the implementa-
tion of the static semantics is postponed to complete the defi-
nition of all transformations in the development process. The
constraints, for example, checks that each TraceLinkEnd in-
stance refers to a source/target meta-class (not meta-feature)
or each TraceFeatureEnd is connected to a source/target meta-
feature with the correct type, i.e., Reference to reference and
Attribute to attribute. It is required for each defined trace
link in the weaving model to have at least one trace link end
to be the start point (isEndPoint = true).

Appendix B. Details of domain testing of MoDEB-
iTE

Figure B.1 depicts the sub features of the Bx test space,
including definition and result. Test case definition contains a
number of changeTypes, which are categorized in four groups:
add, delete, move, and modify. The elementName attribute
specifies the element type, on which the update is occurred.
The isSourceElem attribute shows that the updated element
is selected from either source or target model. The move fea-
ture has an attribute, refName, presenting the reference that
a relocation is defined on. Similarly, the attrName attribute
of the modify feature shows the attribute, on which a value
modification is performed. Direction defines in which direction
the updates should be propagated: forward (Fwd), backward
(Bwd), and roundtrip.

Figure B.1: Bx test case (adapted from [35])

The update policy indicates whether the trace model of the
test case is empty and it should be created from scratch or it
has a number of links and should be incrementally updated. A
cross-tree constraint is defined on the roundtrip and incremen-
tal features: roundtrip implies incremental. In other words, the
roundtrip test cases require incremental execution. The success
criteria concerns about how to know a Bx problem is solved
successfully. Stability states that null updates on one model
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should result in null updates on another model [60]. Invertibil-
ity defines that the application of a transformation should be
revertible by applying the opposite transformation [61]. Preser-
vation states that the effect of updates on models must be
preserved after the execution of the Bx [60]. Propagation guar-
antees that the modifications on models are correctly prop-
agated, i.e., only non-reflectable updates on models will not
be propagated [60]. Uniqueness assures that the result of ex-
ecuting the Bx is uniquely specified [60]. The execution of
EVL+Strace on a test case may produce different results [35].
Expected pass specifies that the produced models from the ex-
ecution are correct. Unexpected pass shows that the execution
is performed without any errors but the output models are not
expected. Failure defines that the EVL+Strace mechanism can
pass the test but the transformation definition is not correctly
specified to perform the test correctly. Limitation states that
EVL+Strace is incapable of solving the test case.

Appendix C. Application engineering of MoDEB-
iTE by an example

The Families to Persons transformation is a well-known
case in the transformation community12. We consider the sim-
pler bidirectional version of this case, which was providied in
Transformation Tool Contest 2017 [62]. Some parts of the
source (Families) metamodel and the target (Persons) meta-
model are presented in the left and right of Figure C.1. To

Figure C.1: An example of the trace metamodel in EVL+Strace

define a consistent relation between source and target models,
there should exist a person in the target for each member of
a family in the source, and vice versa. Each member (person)
should satisfy the constraint: Family.name+’,’+Member.name

= Person.name. Moreover, the family name is a key property,
i.e., two families with the same name are not allowed. Fig-
ure C.1 presents some parts of the specific trace metamodel
(abstract syntax) for the EVL+Strace language of the bench-
mark between the Families (source) and Persons (target) meta-
models. As presented the trace elements are specific to the
elements of source or target metamodels.

Appendix C.1. Application analysis

Figure C.2 presents the configured features of EVL+Strace
for the Families to Persons case. Two trace links are defined:

12http://www.eclipse.org/atl/documentation/basicExamples -
Patterns/

the Reg2Reg trace link and the FamMem2Per trace link. The
former connects the FamilyRegister link end from the source
to the PersonRegister link end from the target. The latter
defines a link between two trace link ends from the source,
including Family and Member, and one link end from the target
named Person. The upperBoundOfLinks feature of the Family

link end is defined as Many, which means that more than one
links can refer to an instance of that link end. We define two
traceFeatureEnds for this link end: one for defining the name

attribute and another for specifying the members reference.

Appendix C.2. Application design

The motivating example has a number of Bx patterns. A
class map pattern can be defined between FamilyRegister and
PersonRegister meta-classes. A class merge (split) pattern in
forward (backward) direction can also be identified, in which
the information of the Family and Member meta-classes from the
source should be joined to produce the information of Person

in the target. It also contains an attribute merge pattern in
the forward direction between Family.name, Member.name, and
Person.name. A reference map pattern can be recognized be-
tween FamilyRegister.families and PersonRegister.persons.

Appendix C.3. Application implementation

Figure C.3 presents the designed weaving model for the
motivating example by means of the developed MoDEBiTE
metamodel and the customized editor. The Families meta-
model is placed on the left of the ModeLink editor, the weav-
ing model is on the middle, and the Persons metamodel is
placed on the right. The MoDEBiTE metamodeling language
produces a number of EVL constraints to define the seman-
tics of the EVL+Strace language from the designed weaving
model. Table C.1 demonstrates some of these constraints in
EVL and their behaviors in communication diagrams. For ex-
ample, when a deletion of a Member instance is detected, it is re-
quired to remove all related elements from the trace and target
models to restore the consistency between models. The detec-
tion is done in the context of Strace!MemberSourceEnd, which
had referred to the Member instance before deletion. First,
the MemberSourceEnd link end, itself, is deleted from the trace
model. Then, the FamMem2PerLink link, that refers to that
MemberSourceEnd object, is notified. The link is responsible to
delete other link ends and their source/target type elements.

Appendix C.4. Application testing

We provide two examples of defining test cases for the moti-
vating example in Figure C.4. The first test case in Figure C.4a
defines an addition of a Member instance in the source model.
In this case, the target model should be generated from scratch
and the success criteria are propagation and uniqueness. The
second case in Figure C.4b is defined to evaluate the transfor-
mation when conflicting updates are specified on models. In
this case, the name of a Member instance in the source and its
corresponding Person name in the target is manually modified
and the transformation should be executed on updated models
to restore the consistency. The criteria preservation and prop-
agation identify whether the transformation will be successful.
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Figure C.2: An example of application analysis for the case of Families2Persons
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Figure C.3: MoDEBiTE weaving model for the motivating example

(a) First test case

(b) Second test case

Figure C.4: Two example of characterizing the Bx test case feature
model
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Table C.1: The semantics of EVL+Strace for the motivating example

EVL code to check and fix the update Communication diagram

Detection and resolution of adding a Member instance

Solving the Families to Persons Case using EVL+Strace

MDSE research group
Department of Software Engineering

Faculty of Computer Engineering
University of Isfahan, Iran

1 context Source!Member{
2 constraint isNew{
3 check: not self.isNew()
4 message: ’The ’+self +’ is newly inserted’
5 fix{ title:’Insert the correspondence’
6 do{var me = self.createMemberEnd();
7 var f =self.family;
8 f.satisfies("isNew");
9 var fe = f.getTraceLinkEnd();

10 var p = createPerson(self, f);
11 var pe = p.createPersonEnd();
12 createFamMem2PerTraceLink(fe, me, pe);}}}}
13 context Source!Family{
14 @lazy constraint isNew{
15 check{if(self.isNew()){
16 self.createFamilyEnd();}}}}

Listing 1: isRemoved constraint for FamilyMemberSourceEnd

Copyright c© by the paper’s authors. Copying permitted for private and academic purposes.
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Germany, 21-07-2017, published at http://ceur-ws.org

1

Detection and resolution of adding a Person instance

Solving the Families to Persons Case using EVL+Strace

MDSE research group
Department of Software Engineering

Faculty of Computer Engineering
University of Isfahan, Iran

1 context Target!Person{
2 constraint isNew{
3 check: not self.isNew()
4 message: ’The ’+self +’ is newly inserted’
5 fix{ title:’Insert the correspondence’
6 do{var pe = self.createPersonEnd();
7 var m = createMember(self);
8 var me = m.createMemberEnd();
9 var f = findFamily(self.name.split(’,’).first);

10 if(f = null){
11 f = createFamily(self);
12 f.createFamilyEnd();}
13 var fe = f.getTraceLinkEnd();
14 m.family = f;
15 createFamMem2PerLink(fe, me, pe);}}}}

Listing 1: isRemoved constraint for FamilyMemberSourceEnd
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1

Detection and resolution of deleting a Member instance

Solving the Families to Persons Case using EVL+Strace

MDSE research group
Department of Software Engineering

Faculty of Computer Engineering
University of Isfahan, Iran

1 context Strace!MemberSourceEnd{
2 constraint isRemoved{
3 check: not self.isRemoved()
4 message: ’The ’+self +’ has a removed type’
5 fix{ title:’delete the ’+self
6 do{ var l = self.famMem2Per;
7 delete self;
8 l.satisfies("MemberIsRemoved");}}}}
9 context Strace!FamMem2PerTraceLink{

10 @lazy constraint MemberIsRemoved{
11 check{var pe =self.trgRefPerson;
12 delete pe.getType();
13 delete pe;
14 delete self;}}}}

Listing 1: isRemoved constraint for FamilyMemberSourceEnd
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Detection and resolution of modifying the value of a Member.name attribute

Solving the Families to Persons Case using EVL+Strace

MDSE research group
Department of Software Engineering

Faculty of Computer Engineering
University of Isfahan, Iran

1 context Strace!MemberSourceEnd{
2 constraint nameIsModified{
3 check: not self.nameIsModified()
4 message: ’name of ’+self +’ is modified’
5 fix{ title:’Propagate the modification’
6 do{self.namePropagates();}}}}

Listing 1: isRemoved constraint for FamilyMemberSourceEnd
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